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Abstract— Cyber-attacks are becoming a common thing 

these days. Out of many popular techniques that hackers 

use, account hijacking is more prevalent. Highly secure 

Linux Servers are not an exception to these. Especially 

when it comes to hijacking the root account. “Weak 

password policies” is one of the common issues in all 

organizations. It gives hackers a chance to guess or perform 

a brute force method to crack the passwords. We are giving 

solution to effectively monitor root attacks on RedHat Linux 

servers. Our proposed system constantly monitors 22 port 

for any break-ins. This solution also automates the task of 

blocking the attack immediately and reporting such an 

attack to system administrators and higher responsible 

authorities in the organization through emails. The attack 

related data is stored in an open source relational database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the monitoring tool to effectively monitor SSH root 

attacks on Linux servers. Our tool constantly monitors port 

no.22 for any break-ins.  We were configured & used the IP 

tables & Firewall rules, who is going to decide that the 

attacking IP is from which region, and according to that the 

tool will decide that we are going to block that IP or not . 

This solution also automates the task of blocking the attack 

immediately and reporting such an attack to system  

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Normally, in Linux system every process is done through 

root account. If this root account is get accessed by hacker 

person, that whole pc and network will be controlled by that 

hacker. SSH is the port which is normally used to 

communicate with another server or any Linux system. And 

there is no any security tool, who will provide security 

against root attacks against SSH. 

III. PRAPOSED SYSTEM 

In proposed system we are making monitoring tool. Our 

monitoring tool automates the task of blocking the attack 

immediately and reporting such an attack to system 

administrators and higher responsible authorities in the 

organization through emails  

IV. BACKGROUND 

A. SSH Root attack 

An SSH Root attack is defined as a login attempt done to get 

access of root account, by attacker, by guessing root account 

password. The attack based on the fact that many users were 

choose their password from a small domain. An attacker 

tries all possible password, until the correct one is found. As 

a result, the record of these attacks were saved in log files. 

V. BASIC SCENARIO 

In this scenario, their will be one attacker’s system, who will 

doing brute force attack on root system, where our 

monitoring tool where installed, which will monitor attack 

to take the decision of block. 

 
Fig. 1: Basic Scenario 

The system architecture of this monitoring tool is 

describes whole procedure, which is going to execute when 

user installed our tool on their Linux system. 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 

VI. TECHNOLOGIES USED 

A. IP TABLES & FIREWALL 

We were configured & used the IP tables & Firewall rules, 

who is going to decide that the attacking IP is from which 

region, and according to that the tool will decide that we are 

going to block that IP or not . 

B. PAM 

PAM is nothing but Pluggable Authentication Module. 

PAM is basically used for the authentication of the user. In 

that, we were used the combination of PAM & email server 

to send the email notification to the authorized person of 

that organization. 

C. Shell Script 

It is the Bash Script, normally used in a Linux based system 

to perform the various tasks. In REDHAT Linux Shell 
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Script is the main language to implement any work easily. 

The important feature of language is, we can install that 

RPM package on any machine easily. It is the first 

programming language which is not tied to any particular 

hardware or any OS. Programs developed in shell script can 

be executed anywhere on any system. 

VII. MODULES OF MONITORING TOOL 

A. Verification 

1) Checking Of Log Files 

Setting triggers for: 

-: Successful login 

-: Unsuccessful logins 

For more than 5 unsuccessful logins, we start our 

monitoring process to check the authentication of User who 

try enter into system. 

2) Time Analysis 

Checking time required to make the fail login attempts.For 

this, we are going to analyze time required to enter the 

passwords to do fail login. This time is selected by the 

admin i.e. after how many seconds the monitoring tool 

should consider it as attack. Time is basically used to get 

difference of password entering. From that, we can detect 

the SSH Dictionary attack. And the inter arrival time is to 

identify the who is entering the password, whether it is an 

attacker entering password using software or it is a normal 

user. 

B. Configure Iptables &Firewall Rich Rules 

 About IP table 

 Firewall Rich Rules decides what to do with incoming 

SSH request by analyzing its header to decide whether 

to reject the packet using the chain policies for 

incoming & outgoing chains.  

C. Authentication 

 PAM is used for user authentication, which identifies 

the fail login attempts in var/log/secure file 

 It also provide help to authenticated user & admin in 

form of reporting mail about attack. 

 Mail will contain information that the IP address of 

attacking system, time date, that IP is blocked or only 

reported. 

D. Block Ip 

 Blocking decision is taken by considering that, 

attacking IP is internal or external. 

 If that IP is internal then tool will report to admin. 

 If that IP is external then tool will block & report about 

that attack. 

VIII. ADVANTAGES 

Our monitoring tool is low maintenance, because it is going 

to use the data from the system log files for monitoring, user 

only have to install the RPM of tool. Tool is providing more 

security to Secured protocol SSH. We can use present 

monitored data for next analysis. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a system that can completely 

change the meaning of security in REDHAT Linux System. 

The root system will continuously get monitored by this 

tool. All the detailed status about root account and attack get 

saved into the database. Also the email notification facility 

is also given. 

X. FUTURE SCOPE 

This monitoring tool can also get upgraded to monitor the 

different protocols other than SSH for the different attacks 

also. 
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